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Abstract 
 
Title:  Organization and management of Regional Football Academies in the 
Czech Republic. 
Objectives:  The main goal for this thesis is to suggest possibilities for improvement and 
to secure management organization of Regional Football Academies in 
Czech Republic. Suggestion are taken from analysis of current mode of 
Regional Academies and from analysis of key atributs of most successful 
world’s wide academy. 
Methods:  In this thesis have been used methods of qualitative researches. Those 
researches were taken from methods of interviewing two choosen members. 
These members were from Part of talent Youth and are connected with 
Regional Football Academies. Another used analyse was from secondary 
data. It contains basic information which were important for investigation 
of the main mesning for this thesis and a basic atributs how to lead an elite 
and succesfull academy e.g. compre to Regional Football Academies and 
also deliver some suggestion. 
Results:  The result from all analysis was that organization and management of Regional 
football academies in Czech Republic have some shortcomings. The main one 
is absence of a strategy plan to fulfil shorterm goals. Next important result is 
that the most important member is a maincoach who is also supply manager. 
The organization part missing a structure to split who is responsible for which 
part of management. 
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